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On the Beautiful Blue Danube

Johann Strauss II would probably be amazed to know that, more than a century after he 
reigned as the Waltz King of Vienna, audiences in America — and indeed all over the world 
— would still be flocking to concerts of his dance music or faithfully tuning in the annual New 
Year’s Day concert from Vienna celebrating his and his family’s (his father, Johann Strauss I, 
was nearly as gifted) genius. For he was not trying to write music for the ages, but was instead 
the leading composer-performer of the Viennese popular music of his day. He wrote fast and 
he wrote prolifically, translating the events and the moods of his era immediately into vehicles 
for the city’s many dance halls.

Of all his waltzes, none is more popular — in his day or ours — than On the Beautiful Blue 
Danube, which he composed during the winter of 1867. Like most of Strauss’ mature waltzes, 
the Blue Danube contains a series of contrasting dance melodies besides the famous tune we 
all know. We hear that tune first in the soft and rather mysterious introduction — sounding 
like a tender reminiscence of a long-ago golden time. It also receives a beautiful, nostalgic 
treatment in the closing coda.  

“Alla Hornpipe” from Water Music
Arranged by Sir Herbert Hamilton Harty (1879–1941)

Born in the eastern region of Germany known as Saxony, George Frideric Handel was 
an ambitious musician who left his native land for Italy at age 21 and jumped at every 
opportunity to further his career. By 25, he had reached London, the site of his illustrious 
career for the next 50 years. However, his arrival there involved a little professional trickery. 
In 1710, Handel had accepted the post of chief court musician to the North German court of 
Hanover and promptly asked for a twelve-month leave of absence to go to England. There he 
kept extending his leave until the Prince of Hanover finally terminated his appointment. But 
in 1714 when Queen Anne died leaving no direct heirs, the Prince of Hanover became King 
George I of England. Clearly this was an awkward situation for the truant composer! 

In a possibly apocryphal tale, Baron Kielmansegge, who had secured Handel’s original 
Hanover court appointment, came up with an ingenious plan to reconcile the composer and the 
king. In August 1715, King George was planning a lavish boating party on the Thames with 
members of his court, and Kielmansegge arranged for a barge of musicians, led by Handel and 
playing his music, to accompany the party. According to the story, the king was so delighted 
with Handel’s “Water Music” that he forgave him and granted him a generous new pension.

With its instrumental brilliance and infectious tunefulness, the Water Music is as popular with 
us today as it was with George I. Three suites, comprising more than 30 numbers, have come 
down. From the Second Suite in D Major, we will hear the movement entitled “Alla Hornpipe” 
(“In the Style of a Hornpipe”), one of the most famous pieces in the Water Music. Not yet a 
dance for sailors, the hornpipe in Handel’s day was a very popular court dance of British origins 
in three beats with shifting rhythmic accents. This one features the brass instruments and contrasts 
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the fiery brilliance of the trumpets against the dark nobility of the horns. We will hear it in Sir 
Herbert Hamilton Harty’s arrangement, which makes it sound even more impressive.

Tales of Hemingway

There is no one in American classical music quite like Michael Daugherty. While other 
composers look more or less to European-based high culture for their aesthetic inspiration, 
he finds that American pop icons such as Elvis Presley, Desi Arnes, and even J. Edgar 
Hoover stimulate his creative juices. Who else could write a Metropolis Symphony based on 
the “Superman” comic strip, an opera called Jackie O, or Elvis Everywhere for three Elvis 
impersonators and the Kronos String Quartet?

Born the son of a professional jazz and country-and-western drummer in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, Daugherty grew up playing drums and keyboards in jazz, rock, and funk bands. 
Today his musical style mixes elements from pop, rock, and big band jazz with the more 
serious ethos of classical music. His use of instruments is dazzling, and his layering of high-
energy, often conflicting rhythms hard to resist. However, a more melodious neo-Romantic 
style has also grown more prominent in his music, as we will hear in his new cello concerto, 
Tales of Hemingway.

Composed for cellist Zuill Bailey and premiered in 2015, Tales of Hemingway is Daugherty’s 
musical ode to the immortal American writer Ernest Hemingway. Daugherty has written his 
own eloquent guide to the work:

“Tales of Hemingway evokes the turbulent life, adventures, and literature of American author 
and journalist Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961). …

“Hemingway was surrounded by music during his youth in Oak Park, Chicago, where 
his mother was a prominent music teacher and he played the cello in school orchestras. 
Hemingway’s family owned a remote summer home on Walloon Lake near Petoskey, 
Michigan, where hunting, fishing, and camping were a family ritual. As an adult, 
Hemingway’s passion and expertise for deep-sea fishing in the Florida Keys and Cuba, big-
game hunting in Africa, bullfighting in Spain, and boxing in Paris were legendary.

“Hemingway experienced the horrors and ironies of war as a Red Cross ambulance driver 
in World War I (1918) and as a journalist on the front lines of the Spanish Civil War (1937) 
and World War II (1944–45). In the 1920s, Hemingway was part of Gertrude Stein’s ‘Lost 
Generation’ in Paris, where he haunted the bars and cafés with F. Scott Fitzgerald. … His 
terse, direct, accessible writing style, combined with a mastery of dialogue and brilliant use 
of omission and repetition, made him one of the most influential and original writers of the 
20th century. My cello concerto is divided into four movements, each of which is inspired by 
one of Hemingway’s short stories or novels:

“I. Big Two-Hearted River (1925, Seney, Michigan). In this story, Nick Adams is an 
emotionally scarred and disillusioned soldier from World War I who escapes to northern 
Michigan for a camping/fishing trip to try to regain control of his life. I have composed 
serene and passionate music that evokes a leitmotif in Hemingway’s writing: his belief that 
one can be healed by the power of nature through exploring isolated outdoor terrains.

“II. For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940, Spanish Civil War). Hemingway tells the tale of the last 
three days in the life of Robert Jordan, an American teacher turned demolition expert who has 
joined the anti-fascist Loyalist guerillas in Spain. Jordan accepts a suicide mission to blow up a 
bridge, only to fall in love with Maria, a young Spanish woman of the Loyalist guerilla camp. 
The cello strums and plucks, leading the martyr’s march to battle the Fascists and to Jordan’s 
eventual death. As the chimes explode at the conclusion of the movement, the epitaph of the 
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novel rings forth: ‘And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.’

“ III. The Old Man and the Sea (1952, Cuba). In Hemingway’s Nobel Prize-winning 
novella, Santiago is a poor, old fisherman whose luck changes when he takes his small boat 
deep into the Gulf Stream. After an epic struggle, he catches a gigantic marlin. As he makes 
the long journey home, sharks relentlessly attack his boat and devour the marlin. I have 
composed an elegy to the struggle of life and death between man and nature. 

“ IV. The Sun Also Rises (1926, Pamplona, Spain). The main character in this ground-
breaking novel is Jake Barnes, bitter and wounded by war, living in Paris as an unhappy 
expatriate journalist. Aimless in life, he makes a journey to the Festival in Pamplona, Spain. 
Along the way, he is joined by other adrift souls of the ‘Lost Generation.’ For the final 
movement of the concerto, I have created an exciting and dramatic sound world where I 
imagine Jake Barnes, his entourage (and Hemingway) in Pamplona at the Fiesta, watching 
the running of the bulls and reveling in the spectacle of the bullfights. We also hear musical 
illuminations of the novel’s enigmatic epigraph: ‘the sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth 
down, and hasteth to the place where he arose.’”

Aqua

Composer Steve Heitzeg was born and raised on a dairy farm in southern Minnesota, and 
perhaps those circumstances gave him a special attraction to all living things and the beauty 
of our planet Earth. His lyrical, evocative music, now amounting to more than 150 works in 
all genres, reflects his profound ecological concerns. 

After earning a Ph.D. in music theory and composition from the University of Minnesota, 
Heitzeg became especially renowned in the Midwest for his award-winning children’s video 
On the Day You Were Born, released by the Minnesota Orchestra in 1996. In 2000, he 
received an Emmy Award for his original score for the public TV documentary Death of the 
Dream: Farmhouses in the Heartland. His 2008 string quartet Song Without Borders was 
performed at the UN headquarters in New York City and then by an ensemble drawn from 
the Iraqi Symphony Orchestra in Baghdad. 

In his “ecoscores,” Heitzeg expresses his reverence for Nature through the use of naturally 
found instruments such as stones, birch bark, wind chimes, sea glass shards, and recorded 
sounds as well as the bones of beluga whales. Premiered by the Virginia Symphony in 
1999, his orchestral work Aqua is subtitled “Hommage á Jacques-Yves Cousteau” to honor 
the great French underwater explorer.
 

“The Moldau” from Má Vlast

Often called “the father of Czech music,” Bedřich Smetana, like so many other pioneers, 
endured a life of struggle and, ultimately, tragedy. As a young man, he found few 
opportunities for his talents in his native land and had to move to Göteborg, Sweden to 
find success as a conductor. By 1861, however, he returned to Prague and within the next 
two decades created a repertoire of Czech operas rooted in native folklore, the greatest 
of them being The Bartered Bride. In 1874, he began Má Vlast (“My Country”), a cycle of 
six symphonic poems celebrating the history, legends, and natural beauties of the Czech 
lands. But then on October 20, 1874, Smetana suddenly lost most of his hearing; a piercing 
whistle tormented him for the rest of his days, driving him ultimately to madness and death 
in an asylum in 1884. Yet, with a courage perhaps exceeding Beethoven’s, he continued 
to compose; nearly all of Má Vlast, including The Moldau, was written under these terrible 
circumstances.
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The Moldau, or Vltava in the original Czech, is a dramatic ode to the river that flows across 
northern Bohemia and through Prague. Smetana described the sequence of events: “The 
composition depicts the course of the river, from its beginning where two brooks, one cold, 
the other warm, join a stream, running through forests [where we hear a horn-driven hunt] 
and meadows and a lovely countryside where merry feasts are celebrated [a vigorous 
peasant dance]; water sprites dance in the moonlight [shimmering muted violins]; on 
nearby rocks can be seen the outline of ruined castles, proudly soaring into the sky. Vltava 
swirls through the Saint John Rapids and flows in a broad stream toward Prague. It passes 
Vysehrad [the legendary Czech fortress castle] and disappears majestically into the distance 
where it joins the Labe [Elbe].”
 

Fountains of Rome

Ottorino Respighi had a love affair with Rome. Though raised in the proud university 
city of Bologna, he lost his heart upon moving to the Eternal City in 1913 to assume a 
professorship at the prestigious Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia, and he reveled in its beauty, 
rich history, and vibrant contemporary life until his premature death in 1936. In fact, if 
Respighi had not settled in Rome, his name might be known today mostly to specialists in 
early Italian music; his orchestral sets of Ancient Airs and Dances came from his studies in 
Renaissance lute music. But it was his three spectacular Roman tone poems, The Fountains 
of Rome (1914–16), The Pines of Rome (1923-24), and Roman Festivals (1927–28) — all 
promoted with passion by the great conductor Toscanini — that won him immediate and 
lasting celebrity with international concert audiences.

The first of these tone poems, Roman Fountains is the most delicately scored and in the 
opinion of many musicians the best. Respighi explained that he had set his musical portraits 
of the four fountains “at the hour when their characters are most in harmony with the 
surrounding landscape, or at which their beauty is most impressive to the observer.” Here 
are his descriptions of each:

“The first part, inspired by the Fountain of Valle Giulia, depicts a pastoral landscape; droves 
of cattle pass and disappear in the fresh, damp mist of a Roman dawn.

“A sudden loud and insistent blast of horns above the orchestra’s trills introduces the second 
part, the Triton Fountain [at morning]. It is like a joyous call, summoning troops of naiads 
and tritons, who come running up, pursuing each other, and mingling in a frenzied dance 
among the jets of water.

“Next there appears a solemn theme, borne on the undulations of the orchestra. It is the 
Trevi Fountain at mid-day. … Trumpets peal: across the radiant surface of the water there 
passes Neptune’s chariot drawn by seahorses. …

“The fourth part, the Villa Medici Fountain, is announced by a wistful theme, which rises 
above a subdued warbling. It is the nostalgic hour of sunset. The air is full of the sound of 
tolling bells, birds twittering, leaves rustling. Then all dies peacefully into the silence of the 
night.”
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